Relay modification for older bikes

Please read this in conjunction with the schematics at the end. All the options are shown, but you can opt to do any one or more as you wish. The electrical connections and switches on older bikes deteriorate over time and thus make poorer contact than when they were new and could lead to some erratic problems. These bikes also have very simple wiring diagrams, meant to take up very little space and thus do not have any relays installed to switch components. The fusing is also minimal. It is thus not unknown to have an accumulative voltage drop between the battery and the final component. Headlights can become duller, ignition coils may generate a weak spark and horns may work erratically. These are all items that are most easily affected if any resistance in the feed path is present due to bad contacts. A 12volt socket for cellphone charging is also shown for those who may be interested.

Relays can be installed to switch such high currents closer to the item, the relay contacts are new and usually plated, heavier wire can be used for less loss. As extra fusing is being added, consideration should be given to replacing the complete stock fusebox with a later on with blade fuses and the extra fuses as per the modifications. Space and complexity of the wiring can become an issue and must be carefully determined before embarking on a relay project.

Relays
There are many different types of relays that can be used, but must be 12volt DC operated, usually available for automotive use. These can be bought at most auto parts stores and are usually used for fog light and horn installations. There are a couple of configurations, some have only 4 pins with two for the internal relay coil and two for the contacts (internal switch) and could provide an on/off function when the relay is operated and released. Others could have a 5 pin configuration with 3 pins for the contacts which can provide an on and off function if only two pins are used or a change over function if all three are used. Be careful, as there are also 5 pin relays that only have an on/off function as two of the contacts are internally bridged to allow two wires out without joining, such as for two fog lights or two horns. See the schematics of the relays with the pin numbers further below.

Horns
The horn button that directly switches the horns are notoriously prone to erratic working and a relay can be installed, the horn button then is used to operate the relay. The relay then switches a battery feed directly via a fuse to the horns. Additionally you can also install two diodes connected to the left and right flashers and all your flashers will come on when you blow the horn, making you more visible!

Headlights
Unfortunately the headlights on older bikes are a bit lacking and can also become weaker as the bike ages. Any voltage drop between the battery and the globe can cause the lamp to not do its best. The other unfortunate thing is that the charging system usually does not allow for any extra lights to be installed due to its design limitations on maximum output. The first thing to do is to replace the globe with a high light output one. The H4 Osram Silverstar gives up to 50% more light than a standard H4 globe and is still rated at 55/60W which means it draws the same amount of current as the standard globe, this is the easiest upgrade. The second option is to install one or two relays, one for the high beam and the other for the low beam. With two relays both the Hi and Lo beam can be on simultaneously when switched to Hi. The dimmer switch will then operate the relays and these will switch battery directly to the globes via a new direct heavier wire and fuse from the battery. This greatly reduces the path the wire follows in the standard configuration and gets the maximum voltage and at the globe. A simpler method using one relay, which makes mounting easier is also shown, but does not provide both beams on.
Ignition coils
People with older bikes are also finding that some bikes are difficult to start. Especially if the lights are on or if the battery is partially charged, but still turning the starter. In other cases they think they have carburettor trouble, but actually have misfiring due to a weak spark and go to great expense to have high performance after market coils fitted. A quick tests usually shows that the coils are not getting the full 12v from the battery and on some bikes it is not unusual to find 2 to 3 volts lost along the way. Usually a temporary direct wire to the battery can confirm this problem. In such cases it is again easier to wire a relay in to switch battery voltage directly to the coils via a separate fused wire to the battery. The 12 volt originally to the coils then operates the relay which switches 12v directly from the battery via a heavier wire and fuse.

Starter
Some bikes have wiring for headlight always on and when starting the bike problems can be experienced. A relay can be fitted to disable the headlights while the starter is turning, thus allowing full voltage from the battery for the starter and coils and may solve some hard starting problems. This relay operates only while the starter button is pushed and disconnects the earth (negative) to the lights, horn and accessory plug, to allow maximum voltage to the starter and coils.

12Volt accessory socket
A 12volt accessory socket is also very useful as cellphone chargers, GPS's, radios etc may need to be plugged in at times. A separate fuse with a direct negative and positive is wired to a weatherproof 12v socket mounted in a convenient location. It can also double as a connection for a battery tender. These sockets have a rubber weatherproof cover and a short adapter can easily be made for an cigarette lighter type socket if required.

How to do this:
Have a look at the two attached schematics at the end. They give the option of installing relays for any or all of the above scenarios. The idea is also to keep these additional wires separate from the existing wiring and keep the existing wiring as intact or stock as possible, so that fault finding is easier. It may also be easier for an owner to do all the mods simultaneously rather than doing one and coming back to the others later. The guide will assume all the mods are done at the same time.

Material list
12V 35A Motor Vehicle Relays with a C/O (changeover) or M (make) contact (4 or 5 pin)
Relay female bases with pigtails
You can also use female spade connectors directly in place of the relay bases with pigtails
Fuse Holders for coloured blade fuses  (these holders have a cover and can be stacked together)
10A fuses
15A fuses
H4 headlamp globe type male plug with pigtails
H4 headlamp globe type female socket with pigtails
12volt socket
12volt plug for socket
Various connectors, spade, bullet, holes lugs
Vehicle wire
    Red  and Black Heavy guage
    Orange, Green, White, Yellow, Blue or available colours
Shrink sleeving
Solder
Cable ties
Installing the components:
Remove the tank, light, side covers and seat. Make sure you have a proper wiring diagram for your model bike at hand in case you need to check something on the existing wiring.
First of all find/make a location for the relays. It is suggested that the horn and coil relays are mounted under the tank and the headlight relays inside the headlamp base or fairing. Attach the female relay bases to the relays before locating a mounting point as this affects size or use female spade terminals. Some headlamp shrouds may be too small for additional relays with bases. Keep in mind that the existing globe socket is going to be retained and another male plugged into it additionally. You can mount the relays with cable ties or a self tapper if no other existing screw will do. This positioning must also allow for the wires as well and careful checks should be made that nothing will be pinched or damaged and that nothing just flops around and is exposed directly to the elements as far as possible.
The next step is to find a suitable position for the fuses. These are best fitted under the seat or under a side cover near the existing ones, so that they are easily accessible. You also need to keep the feed between the battery and the fuses as short as possible. The individual fuse holders should clip together, so try and fit them as a unit. They would also need to be mounted securely and a screw or a bracket would help. An opportunity for the adventurous is to replace your old stock fuse holder with a later blade fuse type with the additional fuses you require.
Now you have to find a spot for your 12 volt accessory come battery tender socket. A small black plastic box will easily do, but even fitting it through the headlamp plastic base may be an option, just remember that space inside the headlight base is usually quite crowded.

Wiring
It is assumed that you have the facilities and skills to solder wires, apply shrink sleeving, use a multimeter and crimp fit connectors. If not, invite a friend over to help. This guide does not give an exact description, so you need to either follow it while using the schematic or work out the process for your specific bike.
1) The cluster of fuses now need to have one side of each fuse connected to a heavy red wire that gets a lug to fit on the positive terminal of the battery or starter solenoid. If your cluster of fuses have red pigtails on one side, cut and solder then together as close to the fuse as possible then connect that soldered group to a piece of heavy red wire. Cover with shrink sleeving to insulate. Measure the heavy red wire carefully up to the battery side of the starter solenoid screw and crimp a lug on the end, shrink sleeve over the crimped part for safety. Do not connect at this stage! Your new 12v power feed to the new fuses is ready.

2) Now make up a short heavy black lead with two lugs on either end, to reach from your negative battery terminal to a screw on the frame in the side cover. You if you already have such a lead just replace it with your heavier one with brand new terminals.

3) Now run another heavy black wire, from the screw mentioned in point 2 above, all the way along the frame up to and past the relays under the tank passing each relay with some working slack, allowing some slack near the horns and starter headlamp relay and right into the headlamp. This is the first wire of your new loom. All the others will follow this path as far as possible. From the steering neck make sure that these new slightly heavier wires allow for enough slack when turning the handle bars. Remember we are using heavier wires than stock and these are slightly stiffer and may need a slightly larger loop to allow this. Leave enough slack as when you cut, it is easier to shorten a wire, but not if it needs to be longer!

4) Now connecting this black negative wire. Assuming the first relay it passes is the one for the coils. Find the pigtail from the relay negative coil side, usually black as well, crimp a female spade connector to the end, cut a piece of thinner black wire, measure it to the heavy black and leave a little slack, strip one end and crimp a male spade connector to the other end. Cut
4 mm of the black insulation of the heavy black wire without damaging or cutting any copper strands. Now take the stripped end of the black wire from the relay and wrap it around this bare copper part of the heavy wire. Slip a piece of shrink sleeving on from the front free end, solder the joint and slip the shrink sleeving over it and shrink it. You now have a heavy black wire passing through the tube of shrink sleeving and a thinner one going out on one side and plugged into a spade connector going to the relay base. Your new earth for your coil relay is done.

5) Now move along the heavy black wire to close proximity of your horns. Again strip a small piece of insulation off. Now take about 400mm of thinner gauge black wire and strip the insulation off for about 10mm of the thin black wire in the center. Wrap this copper part of the thinner wire around the copper part of the heavier black wire. Solder this joint and again slip a piece of shrink sleeving from the front over this joint and shrink. You should now have two back wire tails of about 200mm each route these to the outside tag on each horn, crimp a female spade connector on each and push onto a lug of each horn. The new earthing for your horns are done.

6) If you have opted to put the headlamp cutoff relay inside the headlamp base then this heavy black wire is connected to the pigtail of the relay terminal 30 and another shorter piece on terminal 87a allowing the negative to the headlamp to be disconnected when the relay is operated.

7) Now pick up the end of the heavy black wire inside the headlamp shroud and solder it to the pigtail from the new female socket for the headlamp. Prepare a bit of shrink sleeving beforehand and shrink it over the joint. The Black/White wire on the H4 socket you pulled off the headlight should indicate where the connection is on the new H4 socket. Your headlamp now has its new earth connected.

8) Now plug a new male H4 plug into the original female headlamp socket which has been unplugged from the headlamp to prepare the wiring back to the relays. The old wiring to the headlamp here is re-used to operate the relays.

9) Assuming that the new headlamp relays are inside the headlamp base, find the two headlamp relay negative coil tag pigtails, usually they will be the black ones, prepare some shrink sleeving and connect them to the black pigtail from the new H4 male plug that you plugged into the original old H4 globe socket. This uses the old negative wire (Black/White) to the globe to operate the relays.

10) Now lengthen (if required) the pigtails for the Hi and Low beam that are still free on the female globe H4 socket to reach the relays and join (solder) them to the pigtails of the make contact of each relay (make sure you have labeled which is Hi and which is Lo beam)

11) Next locate the two pigtails on the new male H4 plug that you plugged into the old headlamp socket, that are still free, one is the Hi beam (goes to yellow wire) and the other is the Lo beam (goes to white wire), connect these to the corresponding pigtails of the coils on the two relays. This is now the connection that operates the Hi and Lo beam relays when the switch is thrown as before.

12) Now run a length of white wire plus a length of yellow wire from the new H4 female socket on the globe following the path of the heavy back earth wire back to the new fuse cluster. Check that you have enough slack and terminate on the two new fuses for the Hi and Lo beam and also on the pigtails inside the headlight for the Hi and Lo filaments of the globe.
You have now completed the new battery feed to the headlamp.

13) Next locate the green wires that ran to each horn, lengthen any one of these by plugging a male spade connector with a piece of green wire crimped to it into the female spade connector. You may have to replace the old female with a new one as those are usually quite corroded, or just solder a piece on. Then slip a piece of shrink sleeving over the joint and shrink. Now do the same for the Orange/Green wire, lengthen it with a piece of orange wire or Orange/Green if you have. Now cover the other 2 old horn connectors with a piece of shrink sleeving and tie all 4 of then to the loom and tape up leaving only the pieces of lengthened green and orange wire free. Connect the green and orange wires to the pigtail of the relay on the horn relay socket. This relay will now operate when you push the horn button. You have already wired the negative in step 5. For the positive run a red wire from the pigtail on the contact of the horn relay back along with the headlight and earth wires to the top new fuse, solder shrink sleeve. Go back to the horn relay and run two blue wires from the pigtail on the make side of the contact to each horn positive or inside tag, crimp an insulated female spade connector and fit to horn. Solder and shrink sleeve at the relay. Your horn positive is now also completed.

14) Now move to your coil relay. The earth or negative for the relay has already been wired in step 4. Locate the existing connector plugs that have the Orange/White wires going to each coil, this is the wire that as stock supplies 12v via the ignition to the coils. Disconnect this wire and connect the Orange/White side coming from the ignition to the pigtail positive (usually red) of the socket of the relay coil. Try not to cut off connectors if possible, rather terminate with a male or female into an old connector or if the old one is too damaged replace with same and shrink sleeve the connection. This method allows little intrusion to the original wiring and keeps it as original as possible. Connect the other side from the coils of the Orange/White wire to the make side of the relay contact pigtail. You may need to lengthen these if they cannot reach the relay. Now run a red wire from the coil relay contact pigtail all the way back to the new fuse cluster and connect to the bottom fuse. New battery 12v connection for coil is now complete.

Testing:

Leave all the new fuses out. At the battery the new earth wires should already be screwed down on the frame and the new short black can be connected to the negative post of the battery. Double check all your wiring and make sure nothing is touching anywhere. Connect up the positive battery wires including the new heavy red wire (if you did not opt for the solenoid point as in step1). If there is no smoke, sparks of flashes you are safe!

1) Make sure the killswitch is off and the light switch is also off.
2) Turn on the ignition and see if neutral and oil pressure light comes on
3) Now physically check that no other lights came on as well, if so switch off, disconnect battery and recheck your work.
4) If all seems well test stoplight, if it works you can move on.
5) Push a 15A fuse into the new horn fuse holder
6) Push horn and test, if it does not work check negative present on horns – Black wires, then listen for click if relay operates when horn button is pushed. If so then confirm that positive is present on the contact side and is put out on the make side of the contact when the relay operates. If so check if it is reaching the horns. If this works and horns sound you are doing well. Switch off ignition.
7) Push in a 10A fuse into the first headlight fuse holder, ensure light switch is off. Switch on ignition. Check to see if any headlight comes on when light switch is switched on. Toggle between Hi and Lo. If all is well push in next headlight 10A fuse and see if both Hi and Lo
beams work. Also check the rear and instrument lights. Ensure that you have not reversed the Hi and Lo beams as per your switch.

8) If the headlight does not work, unplug the globe and first listen if a relay clicks if you put lights on and clicks as you change from Hi to Lo and back. If not then first check the negative (Black wire) on both relays and then check that positive is applied to the other side of each relay coil when the lights are on and the beams are changed. If both relays operate properly then you have to ensure that negative is reaching the back of the globe (Black wire) and that positive from each fuse is reaching the contact side of each relay and that the make side is correctly wired and sending positive to the globe. If the lights work you are nearly a genius!

9) Put a 15A fuse in the coils fuse holder. Make sure light switch is off or even remove the new light fuses. Put the ignition on and flick the killswitch to on and listen for the relay click. If it does not click, check out the positive from the killswitch Orange/White wire to the relay coil side and the negative black on the other side of the coil. If the relay clicks, then check with your voltmeter that 12v is present on the coils on the Orange/White wires, if not check it on the contact side of the relay and on the make side going to the coils. Use the killswitch to switch it on and off. If this works you are nearly ready to start the bike.

10) Next is to test the headlight cut off. Put you headlights on and push the starter button, if the headlights go off while the button is pressed that part is working.

11) The next step is now to disconnect the battery and tape up the wires and cable tie your beautiful new wiring properly and refit the tank etc and you are on the road!!!

Extra
A little extra that may be of some interest is that someone suggested that he would like all four of his flashers come on when he presses the horn, that makes him audible and visible! With the relay fitted this can be easily done. Additionally you will need two diodes of about a 3 to 5amp rating, solder some pigtails to both sides and shrink sleeve the whole diode right over the connections. Connect the two anode sides together and to the switched positive wire (new orange wire) to your horns and connect one of the cathode sides to the right flasher positive side (Black) and the other cathode to the left flasher positive side (Light green).

Now every time you push the horn button the horn will sound and the flashers will flash!

Some people also would like both the Hi and Lo beam to be on when they switch to hi for better visibility. This could give rise to more load on the battery than what the alternator can supply so check this out first on your bike. To do this a diode is fitted between the two headlight relays which operated bot relays on Hi and only the low relay when on Lo.

Matchless
2008/03/26
Two typical 30A 12volt Relays with isolated casing, 4 or 5 pin type with a normally open, make contact. Pin 85 to negative, pin 86 to positive, pin 30 input voltage to switch, pin 87 out from pin 30 when relay is operated. The right hand one has two pin 87’s for a double output.

Some typical variations of 12V relays available for these modifications, with the schematic showing pin numbers and location as seen from the bottom.
Here are typical blade fuse holders and fuses, each colour represents a value. The red lead just gets cut and joined to the wires being run.

Here you have a typical 12volt weatherproof and robust socket and plug. These can be used to drive accessories and fitted in a convenient spot or even double up as you battery tender socket. An adapter to plug a cigarette lighter type socket can easily be made up as well, using the make plug and a short wire with female cigarette type socket.
**Relay modifications for older GS Suzuki Bikes**

(All relay headlight permanently on)

1. R1 - Operates headlight Hi beam
2. R2 - Operates Horn
3. R3 - Disables headlight while starter is running
4. R4 - Switches 12v battery directly to coils
5. D1 and D2 operate flashers when horn is sounded
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Relay modifications for older GS Suzuki Bikes

(Dual Relay Headlight for Hi & Lo on when on Hi beam)

This option does not have headlight always on.

Node modification is to show both Hi and Lo beam on vehicle.

---

R1a — Operates headlight Lo beam
R1b — Operates headlight Hi beam
R2 — Operates Horn
R3 — Disables headlight while starter is turning
R4 — Switches 12v battery directly to coils

Diode D1 and D2 operates flashers when horn is sounded
Diode D3 operates both Hi & Lo beam when on Hi.
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